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Fold decorative papercraft models with this colorful origami paper pack.This origami paper pack

includes durable authentic and unique origami folding sheets with a variety of beautiful fully colored

geometric and floral patterns based on traditional Japanese designs. The pack has the same

affordable price as our original  Folding Paper for Origami and includes folding sheets as well as an

8-page booklet with instructions so that folders can start right away.This origami paper pack

includes: 48 sheets of high-quality origami paper Double-sided color 1 sheet of gold foil paper Small

6 3/4'' squares Origami basics introduction Folding techniques Instructions for 6 projects

Series: Origami Paper Packs

Paperback: 48 pages

Publisher: Tuttle Publishing; Origami paper edition (September 15, 2003)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 080483525X

ISBN-13: 978-0804835251
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Shipping Weight: 2.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)
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I was looking for double sided different colored paper. But I found only patterned papers in it. Those

who want to buy this product kindly validate your need against what is inside. Here are some of the

information.1. All 49 sheets are single side (One side it is white and other side it is colored).2. All 49

sheets got patterns like little flower outline or some pattern.These are good fro beginners.

This was a good origami pack of papers with variety of colors and patterns. Although, I wish that this

pack would sell in other larger size.

Unlike a prior reviewer I thought the product information was pretty clear on what was included, one



sided, patterned 6 3/4 x 6 3/4 paper. here's a nice touch tho, that I thought was unusual- the

non-patterned side is colored the same as the background of the patterned side, not white, and I

thought that was just SUPERB. I am very pleased with the patterns, I have never had good luck

finding patterned paper in stores. It is just the size I want as I want to try making Origami jewelry.

anyone looking for double sided larger paper can find it here, I bought a pack of that too, and was

very surprised, I'd never seen patterned paper before. The little directions are a good starter, but

there is also a beginning book offered on : Easy Origami by John Montroll that is a wonderful

starter- gets you up and running with no frustration or heavy learning curve- marvelous for children

or newbies.

Good basic one-sided origami paper with a nice selection of traditional patterns. Not as good as the

Japanese paper, but perfectly fine for kids.

I like this paper. It is thin yet durable and it has a little bit of a vellum feel to it similar to the outer

wrapper on a chocolate bar. Not quite but similar.It comes in a variety of colorful small print

repeating patterns and on the opposite side of each sheet is the corresponding solid color. The

picture on the cover shows patterned color on one side and blank white on the other but this isn't

what I got.Being almost seven inches square means it is a little bit easier to work with. It comes with

a fold out booklet that gives you some introductory folding instructions and six different projects:

Swan, Pig, Tortoise, Samurai Helmet, Rowboat, and Star Box.One nice thing about these folds is

that they have a Japanese Origami feel to them; The folds in the booklet would be a bit of a

challenge for absolute beginners but if you have done a little origami you will get them. See my

accompanying picture that shows some of the paper and the six projects in the booklet.

I bought this to use at work with teens as a way to build patience, persistence, and team building

skills. They loved the variety in this pack, including that one side of the paper is patterned and the

back is a solid coordinating pattern. In some designs where you see both sides of the paper this

paper is perfect because you don't just see the pattern and a lot of white like you did with normal

sheets. With this paper you see a much more put together piece of art.

A friend gave us some origami paper and we had fun with it, but we ran out so I decided to order

some from . I wish I had just gotten the same brand of paper my friend had gifted us though,

because when I opened this pack of paper we immediately noticed a strong, chemical smell. It was



coming from the paper! It smelled so bad, that I decided not to even try to air it out. It smelled so

toxic. We tossed it. I would never, ever buy this again and I cannot recommend it to anyone either.

The paper had a shiny coating, which was probably the source of the smell. This was really

disappointing.

A nice assortment of complimentary colors. The paper folded well and held the creases nicely. I

used the paper to make a bouquet of assorted paper flowers and it turned out beautifully. Delivery

was prompt. I will probably buy this product again.
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